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Engineering the quantum-classical interface of
solid-state qubits
David J Reilly1

Spanning a range of hardware platforms, the building-blocks of quantum processors are today sufficiently advanced to begin work
on scaling-up these systems into complex quantum machines. A key subsystem of all quantum machinery is the interface between
the isolated qubits that encode quantum information and the classical control and readout technology needed to operate them. As
few-qubit devices are combined to construct larger, fault-tolerant quantum systems in the near future, the quantum-classical
interface will pose new challenges that increasingly require approaches from the engineering disciplines in combination with
continued fundamental advances in physics, materials and mathematics. This review describes the subsystems comprising the
quantum-classical interface from the viewpoint of an engineer, experimental physicist or student wanting to enter the field of solid-
state quantum information technology. The fundamental signalling operations of readout and control are reviewed for a variety of
qubit platforms, including spin systems, superconducting implementations and future devices based on topological degrees-of-
freedom. New engineering opportunities for technology development at the boundary between qubits and their control hardware
are identified, transversing electronics to cryogenics.
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INTRODUCTION
In comparison to the physics that governs the operation of today's
computers, quantum mechanics allows a different means of
processing, storing and communicating information to enable
powerful technologies not possible with classical logic. At present,
a worldwide effort is underway to realise such technologies which
exploit the unique physics and mathematics of the quantum
world, namely, the superposition of quantised states of matter and
light, entanglement and quantum measurement. Although our
understanding of some of these phenomena already underpins
much of modern technology, for example, in explaining the
operation of transistors or lasers, it is only in the last decade or so
that researchers have begun to experimentally realise solid-state
devices that embed individual, yet fully controllable quantum
systems. Qubit-platforms such as the spin orientation of individual
electrons,1 or even nuclei,2–4 the location of a single electron
charge,5 quasiparticle6,7 or Cooper pair8,9 have become the
building-blocks for constructing complex, synthetic quantum
technologies from a variety of condensed matter systems. As
these devices are scaled-up, operating them will require an
autonomous means of controlling, interacting and reading out
large numbers of qubits in parallel, a formidable task that will be
met by combining new approaches from engineering disciplines
with quantum science.
In what follows, the generic operating principles of quantum

control, evolution and readout are introduced and reviewed from
the point-of-view of the classical interface—the suite of hardware
subsystems that serve as sensors and actuators of the physical
quantum system (see Figure 1). These basic principles are then
applied to the specific cases of semiconductor spin qubits,
superconducting transmons and future topological devices, each
of which may potentially underpin technologies that span general

purpose quantum computers,10 quantum simulators,11 as well as
new sensing12 and metrology applications. Considering the scale-
up of these quantum platforms, the development of new system-
architectures, circuits, devices, materials and techniques compris-
ing the quantum-classical interface are highlighted and reviewed
from the perspective of the ‘quantum engineer’—researchers with
a working knowledge of quantum mechanics in combination with
the engineering skill-set required to see this technology realised.

QUANTUM VERSE CLASSICAL SYSTEMS
Controlling and measuring quantum systems presents significant
challenges in comparison to reading and writing classical
information. At the core of these challenges is the phenomena
of decoherence and quantum measurement, two related concepts
that are central to the operation of all technologies exploiting
individually controllable quantum systems. Measurement, or
readout, allows information to be gained from a quantum system,
but in accordance with the uncertainty principle, also disturbs it in
proportion to the amount of information extracted.13 Unlike in
classical physics, quantum mechanics prevents the state of a qubit
from being directly copied.14 Alternatively, decoherence amounts
to an unintentional measurement of the quantum system by its
environment: the system is uncontrollably disturbed and the
quantum information is lost (or, at best, locked-up in degrees-of-
freedom that are inaccessible).15

Controlling quantum devices also requires approaches that go
beyond the already vast repertoire of techniques developed for
the optimal control of classical systems.16 In many instances, new
control techniques unique to the quantum domain are necessary
to counter the effects of noise, either from the environment or
control system itself, that would otherwise lead to decoherence
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and logic errors.17 Unlike classical information processing with
analogue signals, however, quantum systems can be made
arbitrarily robust to noise, if this noise is below a certain threshold.
Fault tolerance is achieved by employing the principles of

quantum error correction,18–20 a means of tracking and correcting
errors, typically by encoding information redundantly across the
system.9,20,21

SUPERPOSITION, EVOLUTION AND DECOHERENCE
For readers new to the topic, the experimental approaches
underpinning magnetic resonance (MR) or similarly MR imaging,
provide a useful introduction to controlling most solid-state
quantum systems from an engineering perspective.22 To illustrate
the basic principles, a simplified MR control operation is shown
schematically in Figure 2, where the arrow (pointing to the north
pole of the Bloch sphere) represents the net magnetisation of an
ensemble of nuclear spins in the presence of an external magnetic
field. Although it is a macroscopic quantity, this spin magnetisa-
tion is directly analogous to the state vector of a qubit ψ and can
be similarly manipulated to create complex superpositions of its
ground gj i and excited ej i states with control pulses generated
from external circuitry (see the caption of Figure 2 for details).
In the case of MR, an external magnetic field B

!
0 creates an

energy splitting between ground and excited states, setting the
(Lamor) frequency at which the spin-magnetisation precesses,
cyclically accumulating phase with time. The application of an ac
magnetic control pulse, in resonance with the Lamor precession
and perpendicular to B

!
0, briefly alters the qubit energy causing it

to evolve into a specifically chosen superposition of gj i and ej i.14
Variations in the energy splitting, due to fluctuations in the
(magnetic) environment or noise in the control system, alter the
precession frequency and thus phase acquired by the vector.23 For
ensembles of spins, such as in the case with conventional MR,

Figure 1. A possible configuration for the quantum-classical inter-
face for controlling and reading out quantum technology. Informa-
tion is passed to and from qubits in the quantum physical layer
using classical circuits such as digital-to-analogue converters (DACs),
arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs), analogue-to-digital conver-
ters (ADCs), amplifiers (Amps) and multiplexers (MUXs). Application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) implement high-speed logic and feedback between readout
and control. Quantum algorithms are compiled on general purpose
processors and downloaded to the quantum-classical interface for
execution.

Figure 2. The experimental techniques employed in magnetic resonance (MR) are directly analogous to controlling quantum systems. To
manipulate the angle of the state vector ψ, an oscillating magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the external field, and with a frequency
that is nearly resonant with the precession frequency of the magnetisation. Simplistically, the perpendicular field acts on ψ with a force that is
in resonance with its precession, rotating its angle on the Bloch sphere. The angle of ψ is then determined by the amplitude and time over
which the oscillating field is applied in the form of a control pulse. Typically, such pulses are produced by modulating a microwave signal by
an envelope pulse, for instance, a Gaussian waveform. In this set-up, the amplitude and the width of the Gaussian pulse directly determine the
angle over which the state vector is rotated, shown in the figure as a 90° rotation, ψ ¼ gj i þ ej ið Þ=2 that yields an equal superposition of ground
gj i and excited state ej i. Corresponding unitary rotations are possible around all three axes of the Bloch sphere. The time scale for performing
such single-qubit rotations is one aspect that limits the clock speed of a quantum computer. Today, single qubits can be rotated into arbitrary
superpositions on timescales that range from sub-nanoseconds to microseconds.9,56,83
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these variations lead to each spin acquiring a different phase after
a time T�

2, essentially averaging the collective coherent precession
to zero. The same effect occurs for individual quantum systems
when making ensembles of measurements on the same qubit
again and again over a time scale in which the environment
fluctuates.
If these fluctuations are slow relative to the precession

frequency of the qubit, however, their effect can be nulled. This
is done by reversing the direction of qubit precession mid-way
through its evolution, allowing the qubit to rephrase after
precessing in the opposite direction. The net effect of the
reversal being that the total phase accumulated is zero. Such
‘open-loop’ control techniques17,24,25 can extend the coherence
time (labelled T2), and are now in widespread use, particularly for
controlling semiconductor qubits that are dephased by environ-
mental noise that is non-Markovian, having a coloured frequency
spectrum (e.g., ~ 1/f, or, ~ 1/f2, etc).26 Dephasing noise can also
take a form that leads to an error in the angle of rotation intended
for the qubit state vector (see caption of Figure 2). Error rates for
such processes can be quantified using quantum process
tomography27,28 using recently developed protocols such as
randomised benchmarking.29–32

In addition to dephasing, quantum systems can also suffer from
decoherence that involves the emission of a quanta of energy
from the system, a photon33 or phonon34 for instance, relaxing it
from its excited to ground state in a characteristic time, T1. Over
the last decade or so, qubits made from various physical platforms
have steadily improved in both dephasing and relaxation times.
With some strong exceptions,35 a good engineering rule-of-thumb
is to estimate a typical coherence time today of several tens-of-
microseconds for qubits in the solid-state.9,36,37

Beyond the single-qubit operations thus described, subsequent
control pulses may be applied to cause two qubits to interact such
that their evolution becomes conditioned on the properties of the
two-qubit state. This later operation leads to quantum entangle-
ment, a phenomena that is at the heart of quantum computation
and quantum error correction.14 From the point-of-view of the
control hardware, these two-qubit entangling operations are
again produced by generating electromagnetic pulses that act
simultaneously on both qubits, with the pair usually labelled as a
‘target' and a ‘control'.38,39 In direct correspondence to the
universal logic gates underpinning classical information proces-
sing (such as, NAND or NOR gates), universal quantum computing
can be performed using only single-qubit rotations together with
two-qubit entangling operations.

QUANTUM READOUT
The hardware interface must also provide a means of measuring
the state of a quantum system, either to uncover the result of a
computation, or to track and correct errors as part of a protocol to
achieve fault tolerance. Unlike the straightforward acquisition of a
classical signal, quantum mechanics does not allow all the
information about the system to be extracted in a single
measurement.14,40 Rather, to uncover the complex coefficients
ci of a superposition ψ ¼ c1 gj i þ c2 ej ið Þ, the wavefunction ψ must
be prepared and measured many times to determine the
probability of measurement outcomes ‘g’ or ‘e’.
For solid-state qubits, readout involves either coupling a

mesoscale detector device to the quantum system, for instance,
a charge sensor35,41–44 (see Figure 3) or detecting the response of
a coupled superconducting cavity resonator8,9 (see Figure 4). In
either case, the dissipative (magnitude) or dispersive (phase)
response of the resonator yields a signal that is usually amplified
and conditioned before being acquired by sampling a microwave
or radio-frequency waveform using an analogue-to-digital
converter circuit. Reading out the state of the qubit then amounts
to integrating this measurement signal for a period of time

to give a single value that is above or below a set threshold,
yielding a ‘g’ or ‘e’ (see Figure 2).
In further contrast to classical measurements, quantum

mechanics also sets limits on the amount of unavoidable noise
that must be added to a readout signal by a detector or an
amplifier.45 Today, unavoidable ‘quantum noise' makes up a
significant fraction of the total noise-budget and sets a bound on
how fast a qubit can be measured.13 The readout detector can
also generate a form of back-action that effectively kicks the qubit
out of its energy state altogether,23,40,46 either by coupling too
strongly to the quantum system, or because additional, high-
frequency noise enters during the readout.23 Finally, it is worth
noting that in several spin systems,1,35 the readout process is
essentially a classical measurement that follows the sudden,
forced decoherence of the qubit by its environment.

THE QUANTUM PHYSICAL LAYER
At present it is not possible to determine the ideal physical
platform in which to construct ubiquitous quantum technologies.
Today a range of platforms have demonstrated few-qubit
operations, from trapped ions, single optical photons, spins and
superconducting implementations. Each of these has their own
advantages and disadvantages. Some of the key parameters in
which to benchmark platforms with respect to scale-up include
clock speed, coherence time, the fidelity and speed of single- and
two-qubit logic gates, readout time, susceptibility to crosstalk,
footprint, architectural complexity and the requirements or
constraints imposed on the control and readout hardware.
These parameters are not independent and there are trade-offs

that intersect many aspects of the classical interface technology.
As an example, consider the clock speed of a quantum computer,
a clearly important parameter in setting the number of quantum
logic gates that can be executed in a coherence time. The clock
speed, however, cannot be made arbitrarily fast without adding a
considerable burden to the classical hardware needed to control
and readout qubits. As the time scale for single-qubit operations
in a variety of solid-state systems is today measured in
nanoseconds, this already implies that the classical control
hardware will likely need to operate at frequencies above a few
gHz. Today's commercial off-the-shelf technology can accommo-
date waveform generation at such data rates, but with a limited
number of channels, large footprint and significant power
dissipation. Considering that the classical interface hardware of a
full-blown quantum machine will additionally need to sample and
condition readout signals, as well as perform some level of
classical data processing, it becomes clear that new devices,
techniques and computing architectures, beyond today's technol-
ogies, must be anticipated to operate the classical layer at speeds
commensurate with controlling scaled-up quantum logic.

Semiconductor qubits
Semiconductor qubits comprise mostly gate-defined quantum dot
systems in which single electron spins1,47,48 or charges5 can be
controlled, detected and coupled via capacitive interactions or
Heisenberg exchange. Additional types of semiconductor qubits
include optically active self-assembled quantum dots,49 systems
based on atomic donors, such as phosphorous nuclear spins in
silicon35,50 or colour centres in diamond51 or related material
systems.4 The semiconductor physical layer may be configured
differently to yield distinct ‘flavours’ of spin qubit, each with
significantly different requirements for the interface hardware.
The most straightforward flavour of spin qubit is the single

electron spin, proposed by Loss and DiVincenzo.52 Single Loss and
DiVincenzo qubits are controlled using resonant ac magnetic
fields53 (see Figure 2), or ac electric fields by making use of the
spin-orbit interaction,54 a static magnetic field gradient from
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nuclei55 or permanent micromagnets on chip.56 Such gradients
also provide a means of selectively addressing individual spins for
rotation at a particular frequency, effectively performing MR
imaging at the single-qubit level. Readout occurs via charge
sensors such as single electron transistors or quantum point
contacts, detecting the spin-dependent tunnelling of electrons to
adjacent reservoirs or ancilla quantum dots.1,57 From the
perspective of the hardware interface, controlling a single Loss
and DiVincenzo qubit requires the generation of microwave
pulses with frequency set by the external magnetic field and
electron g-factor, as well as the production of ‘dc' (square wave)
pulses to adjust the potential of the quantum dot and its tunnel
barriers. These time-dependent waveforms are in addition to the
handful of dc voltage biases that are needed to establish the
electrostatic potential of the quantum dot system itself.
Singlet–triplet qubits are a flavour of semiconductor qubit

constructed from the relative orientation of two-electron spins in a
double quantum dot.58,59 With the cost of needing two electrons
per qubit comes the advantage that singlet–triplet qubits do not

require ac magnetic or electric fields for single- or two-qubit gates.
Rather, the singlet–triplet system makes use of the exchange
interaction in conjunction with a static magnetic field gradient
produced by nuclear spins,36,60 or micromagnets.56 These
magnetic field gradients can be done away with entirely by
adding a further electron to create a three-electron manifold
known as the exchange-only qubit.61 The advantage of the
exchange-only qubit, and its ac variant the resonant exchange
qubit,62 is that it can be controlled solely by electrical means. This
is significant in that the exchange energy in these quantum dots
systems can be made large enough to operate single- and two-
qubit gates on timescales much faster than 1 ns. This time should
be considered in the context of coherence times (T2) that range
from 10 s of microseconds to milliseconds for spins in solids.

Superconducting qubits
Similar to the various flavours of spin qubit, superconducting
devices can be configured into a variety of platforms for quantum

Figure 3. Readout of spin qubits, taken from ref. 44. Singlet-tripet and exchange-only qubits make use of a spin-to-charge conversion process
that first maps the relative spin-state of a two-electron system to the charge configuration of a quantum dot. This charge signal is then sensed
with an single electron transistor or quantum point contacts (QPCs) electrometer, proximal to the quantum dot system. a shows a
schematic of measurement set-up for a rf-QPC. b shows rf power as a function of QPC resistance. Demodulation is performed by mixing the rf
signal with a LO to yield an IF that is low-pass filtered before further amplification and digitisation. c and d show demodulated response as a
function of voltage applied to a gate (see ref. 46 for details).
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computing.63–66 Following an evolution over the last decade that
has seen the development of a family of related devices exploiting
charge, flux and the super-current phase, the superconducting
community has largely converged on an implementation known
as the ‘transmon’.67 The key component underpinning all
superconducting qubits is the Josephson junction (JJ)—the only
known non-linear circuit element that does not dissipate energy.
These JJs are constructed as tunnel junctions in which two
superconductors, usually aluminium, are separated by a small
insulating region, typically an oxide layer. The non-linear aspect of
the JJ leads to an energy spectrum with distinct ground and
excited states, rather than the ladder of equally spaced states
produced by a pure LC oscillator.63–66 Adjusting the relative
strengths of the capacitive, inductive or tunnelling energy, allows
the shape of the qubit ‘band-structure’ to be engineered.
Transmon qubits exploit this tunability to create essentially flat
bands that are insensitive to charge noise that would otherwise
lead to decoherence. For superconducting architectures based on
transmons, single-qubit control, two-qubit interactions and qubit
readout are all performed by coupling qubits to electric field
modes of a microwave cavity or ‘bus’ using the techniques of
circuit quantum electrodynamics.8,68 These operations are again
performed via microwave pulses (see Figure 2) following a
calibration procedure to adjust the qubit energies by setting a
static flux bias.8,68

Topological qubits
It is possible to conceive a very different approach to engineering
quantum technology based on solid-state systems that exhibit
non-trivial topological degrees-of-freedom, so called ‘non-Abelian’
quantum phases of matter.69 These phases allow for quantum
information to be encoded nonlocally, protecting it from the usual
forms of noise and environmental interactions that lead to
decoherence. At present this platform is at an early stage of
development but will likely be controlled via means not too
different from other solid-state qubit platforms.7,70 In addition to
the potential noise immunity at the layer of physical qubits, fully
realised, topological protection may also relax many of the
technical constrains affecting the control and readout interface.
Controlling topological qubits involves manipulating the posi-

tion of composite particles of the system that form a degenerate
ground state. Manipulating these quasiparticles should be done
slowly, so as to not excite the system. Typically, operations involve
exchanging the position of quasiparticles by taking them around
each other in a two-dimensional plane or using a network of fused
nanowires. Such ‘braiding’ operations take the system through an
evolution that constitutes single- and two-qubit quantum logic
gates—processing quantum information by tying knots in the
quasiparticle ‘world-lines'.71 At the layer of the hardware interface,
braiding operations are performed by controlling the chemical
potential of a semiconductor or height of a tunnel barrier or the

Figure 4. Taken from extended data section of ref. 92. Complete wiring of electronic components outside and inside the 3He/4He dilution
refrigerator (Leiden Cryogenics CF-650). Readout and qubit-drive pulses, shaped by a Tektronix AWG5014 and two Tektronix AWG520, enter
the cavity via a single transmission line. The cavity output is reflected by the JPA, which is biased by a superconducting coil and a strong
pump tone, bending its resonance down to fP and providing parametric amplification. The signal is further amplified at the 3-K stage (Caltech
Cryo1-12) and at room temperature (two Miteq AFS3-04000800-10-ULN amplifiers). Demodulation to baseband is provided by a generator at
fP, also used for readout and pump. Two phase shifters allow adjusting the relative phase between the three tones at fP. The demodulated
signal is split into three separate arms after amplification by a Stanford Research Systems SR445A. One arm stabilises the Josephson
Parametric Amplifier (JPA) flux bias via an ADwin-GOLD processor programmed as a PID controller. In the second arm, the signal is filtered by a
bias tee, amplified with a custom-built amplifier, and integrated and thresholded by the FPGA. The FPGA conditionally triggers a QA− π pulse
from an AWG520. The third arm connects to an AlazarTech ATS9870 digitizer for data storage and processing after a second SR445A
amplification stage. Red colour highlights the key components of the feedback loop. AWG, arbitrary waveform generator.
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magnetic flux threading a superconducting loop.7 Similar to the
other qubit systems discussed, logic gates are likely to be
performed via the generation and application of particular
waveforms that take the quantum system through a time-
dependent evolution of its parameters. Reading out the state of
topological qubits will likely proceed via charge or flux parity
measurements of two separated sections of the quantum circuit
using charge-sensing techniques70 or by probing the dispersive
shift of a coupled resonator.7

ARCHITECTURES AND HARDWARE INTERFACES
Integrated quantum machinery will comprise a physical layer with
embedded qubits, directly coupled to a readout and control
interface constructed from classical technologies. Across the three
different qubit platforms considered here, common tasks for this
interface layer include the generation of semi-static bias voltages
and currents, generation of microwave control pulses, and the
acquisition of readout signals. In addition, the interface hardware
should provide some configurable signal conditioning, classical
data processing and means of implementing feedback between
readout and control subsystems needed for many routine tasks
such as qubit preparation and stabilisation.72 Feedback will also be
likely needed for aspects of error correction and protocols such as
entanglement purification.73

Over the last few years, the hardware requirements for
controlling and reading out qubits have largely converged across
the solid-state platforms. The great majority of control operations
effectively amount to generating waveforms, typically done via
direct digital synthesis (DDS) with an arbitrary waveform
generator. The frequency components of these waveforms are
in the range of 4–8 GHz for superconducting devices, and typically
a little lower for semiconductor qubits, in the range 0.5–2 GHz. For
both systems, the width and height of the pulse modulation
envelop are comparable, again generated with arbitrary waveform
generators with GHz clock rates (see Figure 2).
Note that all of these solid-state systems also have similar

requirements in terms of the cryogenic technology used to cool
qubit chips and associated hardware. The need for cryogenic
environments has also extended recently to qubit platforms based
on quantum photonics74 and trapped ions.75 As all of these
quantum devices advance in complexity and physical footprint,
cryogenic systems of the kind that are now in use for high-energy
physics experiments will likely be needed to enable complex
quantum machines.76 With scale-up in qubit numbers and density,
a particular challenge for cryogenic technology is the heat
generated by the control and readout subsystem, either from
the use of active circuits at cryogenic temperatures or from large
channel-count interconnect technologies that bring heat from
higher temperature stages. Ensuring that control signals produce
minimal dissipation at the lowest temperature stage of the
refrigerator will be essential.

Microarchitectures
Minimising the overhead on classical hardware resources will be
crucial in addressing the challenge of scaling-up quantum
technology. Beyond the ‘brute-force’ approach of directly wiring
every qubit to its own dedicated readout and control hardware,
scale-up techniques can make use of multiplexing and switching
circuits77–81 that share resources across the interface, or schemes
that allow universal computation with highly compressed gate-
sets. These methods are yet to be fully evaluated in terms of their
impact on error correcting codes.21 To what extent error
correction can function in the face of practical constraints, for
instance, using realistic readout times or inhomogeneous qubit–
qubit coupling strengths, is an open area of research.

Further simplification of the control interface is possible if
qubits remain stable over long periods of time. Without this
luxury, qubit parameter calibration protocols will likely take up
much of the classical hardware resources. For certain types of
qubits and noise sources, this challenge may be in part addressed
by optimal control approaches that dynamically decouple low
frequency fluctuations and system drifts from qubit evolution
using composite pulse sequences.17,24–26

Control technology
Quantum computation is today largely the domain of basic
research that relies on commercially available equipment to
construct experiments in the laboratory. On the control side,
common components include microwave and arbitrary waveform
generators to produce control pulses and digital-to-analogue
converters to produce bias signals. These are typically combined
with passive components such as mixers, filters, bias-tees and
splitter-combiner networks (see Figure 4). The next generation of
experiments that involve tens of qubits, however, will begin to
encounter a level of complexity in the control interface as to
warrant a new approach for integrating these components to
improve their performance. Avenues for improvement include
dramatically increasing the number, density and modularity of
independent control channels, signal bandwidth, the time and
amplitude resolution of generated waveforms, and the physical
footprint of circuits and interconnects (see Figure 5).
For many platforms, the noise performance of the control

system is paramount in determining the fidelity of operations and
coherence of qubits. Relevant noise specifications include both
amplitude and phase noise, as well as common-mode noise that
leads to correlated errors between qubits that are nominally
uncoupled. Such correlated noise sources have implications for
the performance of error correcting codes.82 From an engineering
perspective, a further consideration is the noise performance of
the control system out-of-band, at frequencies far from the
intended operating bandwidth of the instrument, but of detriment
to the performance of qubits. Given that quantum systems can be
configured as the most sensitive and wide-band spectrometers of
noise available23,83 combating all sources of noise from control
instrumentation will remain an on-going challenge. Technologies
for improving the performance of control hardware include
chip-sets based on next-generation silicon-complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) processes, as well as alter-
nate material systems, for example, BiCMOS platforms, SiGe,84 and
III–V compounds such as GaAs and InP.85 Devices based on these
alternate materials are of particular interest in the low-noise,
microwave domain required for qubit control.
A further consideration is the possibility of also embedding

aspects of the control system at cryogenic temperatures so that it
may be directly integrated with the quantum physical layer. This
level of integration, while not necessary today, has potential to
significantly improve the performance of interface hardware in
controlling large numbers of qubits. Cryogenic operation would
enable signal paths between the quantum and classical interface
to be minimised, avoiding latency, timing and synchronisation
issues associated with the propagation and dispersion of analogue
and digital signals at high clock frequencies over large distances.
Locating control and readout circuits proximal to the qubits would
lead to a dramatic reduction in their operating temperature, an
aspect that if taken into account in the design of circuits can also
result in devices with improved noise performance. The advent of
cryogenic control hardware would also enable many practical
improvements such as the use of miniaturised, superconducting
interconnects for increasing the density of wiring inside a dilution
refrigerator.86,87 Similar approaches have long been used in the
astronomy and space communities.88
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The need for control hardware that is low noise, high speed, but
sufficiently low in power consumption to enable deep cryogenic
operation may ultimately lead to the use of platforms deploying
classical superconducting logic. Circuits based on rapid single flux
quantum technology,89 or, its modern ultra-low power cousin,
reciprocal quantum logic,90 are now reaching complexity levels
that makes them viable alternatives to high-speed, low-power
CMOS. As these superconducting technologies continue to
improve, particularly in terms of the infrastructure needed to
design and test complex circuits, they may well become the ideal

platform in which to construct the control hardware interface for
large-scale quantum machines. Towards this goal, the realisation
of high-speed cryogenic memory circuits will be vital.
In addition to data converters such as digital-to-analogue

converters and analogue-to-digital converters that transfer data
between the quantum layer and control interface, a means of
performing high-speed classical computation will also be needed
to implement many of the protocols associated with executing a
fault-tolerant algorithm. For room temperature control systems,
these will likely comprise highly parallel data processing solutions

Figure 5. Example elements of the classical-quantum interface. a (taken from ref. 99) shows modular cryogenic circuit board interconnects
designed to interface a large number of readout and control channels with scaled-up spin qubit devices. b shows a photograph of a cryogenic
platform for implementing fast feedback between readout and control. The system integrates a high-speed digital-to-analogue converter and
ADC with a commercially available FPGA, made to operate at cryogenic temperatures (see ref. 100 for details).
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based on FPGAs with soft-core processors or even CPUs/GPUs. At
cryogenic temperatures, however, power constraints will drive a
need for application-specific integrated circuits designed from the
ground-up to operate quantum computing devices (see Figure 1).

Readout technology
For both semiconducting and superconducting devices consid-
ered in this review, the time scale in which to perform qubit
readout in a single-shot is converging to around a few 100 ns (for
~ 99% fidelity). This is the time over which the readout signal must
be integrated to determine the state of qubit, and for a perfectly
efficient readout system also corresponds to the time over which
the qubit evolves into the state determined by the measurement
(see Figure 2). Although some small further improvement is
possible, the readout time is set by quantum mechanical limits on
the minimum noise added by amplifiers and detection systems,
and also by the achievable strength of electromagnetic coupling
between a qubit and readout device. In comparison to the typical
time to execute single- and two-qubit gates in the solid-state, the
readout time poses a bottleneck to many of the standard
operations needed for quantum computation.
From an engineering perspective, reading out the state of

condensed matter qubits amounts to exciting a resonator, and
then acquiring both the magnitude and phase of the response
signal. For today's spin qubits that make use of lumped-element
LC resonators coupled to charge or capacitance sensors,43,44,91

operating frequencies in the 0.1–1 GHz band are typical. The
superconducting community has largely made use of distributed
transmission line resonators for readout and control, operating in
the 4–8 GHz range.9,92 Both configurations rely heavily on the use
of low noise cryogenic amplifiers (usually based on high-electron
mobility transistors) to boost the signal before it emerges from the
dilution refrigerator. Recently these high-electron mobility tran-
sistors have been proceeded with amplification devices operating
close to quantum limits in terms of noise performance. Examples
include the Josephson parametric amplifiers that exploit the non-
linearity associated with the inductance of a JJ to achieve four-
wave mixing and amplification.93–95 Such set-ups suffer from an
inconvenience in that they require the use of bulky circulators—
microwave components that use permanent magnets to yield
non-reciprocal circuit parameters. Dramatically shrinking these
circulators or doing away with them altogether will be advanta-
geous for scaling-up readout systems.96,97

The number of separate parallel amplification chains needed
can be greatly reduced by using frequency domain multiplexing
techniques that assign a separate frequency to each resonator or
qubit.9,78,92 Given the bandwidth of each resonator, however, and
allowing for sufficient separation in frequency channels to avoid
crosstalk, the number of channels is limited to 10–100 per wide-
band amplification chain. Improvements in performance of low-
noise microwave amplifiers can increase this number, but
alternate methods, such as time-domain interleaving, are likely
needed to acquire readout signals from large numbers of qubits
and resonators. A further approach is to integrate separate small
amplifiers and few-bit analogue-to-digital converters on chip for
each readout channel, generating highly multiplexed digital
readout data before emerging from the cryostat. Such an
approach may become viable in future using superconducting
logic circuits.98

Finally, it is worth considering the requirements for the readout
interface from the perspective of qubit calibration and verification.
Beyond the output of a quantum algorithm, in a debugging and
trouble-shooting mode the readout subsystem must allow for
measurements that are outside the binary outcome for the state
of a qubit. This is especially true when tuning-up qubit systems,
either by adjusting the voltage-bias on surface gates that define
quantum dots, or in configuring the flux biases that set the qubit

transition frequencies in superconducting devices. Techniques
from computer science such as machine learning, as well as
sophisticated approaches developed to process ‘big data' sets will
likely find relevance in controlling and calibrating quantum
systems of the future.

FUTURE OUTLOOK
In the last decade or so, quantum computing in the solid-state has
progressed from mostly a theoretical idea to the experimental
realisation of few-qubit devices in the laboratory. The field has
now advanced to the level where, in parallel with continued basic
research, a focused engineering effort is needed to address the
challenges of integrating and controlling complex quantum
machines. Not only is this effort needed to realise quantum
technology in the long term, but is also a key in establishing the
next generation of tools and experiments that probe many
fundamental aspects of these artificial quantum systems.
In the next decade, technology development in support of

quantum science will establish new platforms and approaches to
engineering materials, software systems, cryogenic equipment
and electronics. Integrating these platforms, beyond just bringing
together off-the-shelf products, will pose new challenges
and require interdisciplinary approaches to devising solutions.
‘Quantum engineers' will continue to speak the language of
quantum mechanics while devising complex microwave circuits
that function at mK temperatures, programme FPGA systems that
implement quantum error correction protocols or model crosstalk
in circuit boards to extend qubit coherence. The nascent field of
quantum engineering will also play a pivotal role in uncovering
and articulating the challenges for scaling-up quantum devices
into computationally useful machines.
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